SkimPro™ Tower Adapter Benefits:

- The same concept as the original SkimPro™ system, except this uses any skimmer basket with a SkimPro™ tower and special adapter
- No More Clogged Skimmer Baskets
- Allows you to empty skimmer basket less frequently
- Protects your pump motor.
- Do not have to shut the pump down to empty basket
- The SkimPro™ Tower Adapter fits all skimmers for above-ground and in-ground pools
- Flanged finger grip to grab the basket without reaching underwater
- Quality construction—made from HDPE to withstand sun, heat, cold, chemicals.
- Includes: one threaded adapter piece, 3 screws, 3 nuts, and a SkimPro™ tower.
- Patent Pending
- Truly universal
- Low Cost, High Quality